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4. MILITARY AVIATION

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

For the ACRAM Standard [Ref. 4.11 etilitary aviation is defined as the broad categorization of aviation 

activities pedormed by irrlitary personnel In fudfilmter of their official diies. Such activities include 

passenger and cargo transport. Inkflight refueling, flight training, etc. Activities associated with military 

operations areas (MOA) and training ranges, such as air combat training, low level navigation, personnel 

and stores rops, are not Included. However, cralse phase of flight between an originating airrield and the 
MOA., as well as training-associated with takeoff and landi'g at an airfield, Including touch and go'; 

simulaled emnergency landings, e.g., no flap, flameout; and missed approach'go-arounds, are Inckcled.  

To quantify the risk of a military aircraft crashing Into a facility It Is rieces sary to estima~t e Ow numer ot 
military lights In the vicinity of the facility, the frequency of mriliary aircraft crashes and the probability that 

the aircraft crashes Irto the facility. The latter requires knowledge about the location of aircraft crashes.  
given an Incident leading to a crash, as well as some crash kinematics, e.g., glide or Impact angle.  
heading angle, and skid disa 

To estimate milidary aircraft crash frequencies, relevant crash and flight information was solicited from the 

U.S. Air Force. Army and Navy safety agencies. Useable Information for fixed wing and rotary wing 

(helicopter) aircraft were received from the Air Force. The Army provided data on Army helicopters. Data 

received from the Navy was Judged to be of imited value for thls;appIication, and Is not Included In the 

estimaes presented here. Analysis of available crash data a&n the resulting estimates of militafy aircraft 
crash Irequencles a•e presented In Section 4.2.  

Crash kinematic and crash location data were dedved by reviewing Air Force airoraft mishap reports from 

1976 to 1993. A database of aircraft crash data was developed as part of the DNA supported W76AV87 
Minuteman III Weapon System Safety Assessment (WSSA) [Ref. 4.21. That formed the basis for 

developing crash kinematics and crash loca•oion probability distributions. Data analysis and distributions 
are summarized In Section 4.3.  

Section 44 includes a summary of some of the appropdate characteristics of military aircraft which are 

necessary for 1he structural analyses.
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4.2 MILITARY AVIATION CRASH FREQUENCIES 

Development of estimates of aircraft crash frequencies Is based on an analysis of aircraft crash and flight 

data supplied by Air Force and Army safety agencies [Rel. 4.3-4.61 and the database of Air Force 
mishaps developed for the DNA supported Minuteman II WSSA IRei. 421.  

For the ACRAM &Sandard, the fight phases of interest for mrfiary aviation are 
Takeoffs at airields In the vicinity of the facility of interest 
Landings t airfields In the vicinity of the facilty of Interest 
Overflights, during the cruise phase of INghK, In the vicinity of the facilty of Interest 

Analysis of the military crash data required the identiffication of the phase of lghti In which the crash 
occurred as well as screening of crashes to delete those not aicable to crashes Into sirucMuS, e.9., 
crashes Involving taxiing andr parked aic•rf This req•nvrda reviewof the Ind•• .dualaccident .  
reportssumrnarles to assign each acciderd to the proper phase arid, occasionally. ivolved Judgments In 

the applicability of an accident. Thus, there Is some uncertainty in the estinates of crash frequencies in 

addition to Inhereru Istaistical variation dure to the limited amount of historical data. Aithough recognized, 
this uncertainty Is neither quantified nor Included In the provided estimates of crash frequencies. Rather, 
the estimates provided are considered plausible point estimaes of the appropriate frequencies.  

Two analyses were considered In developing estimates for crash frequencies. One analysis Is based on a 

review of the brief summrn~ies of mishaps as provided by the Air Force/Armry safety agencies. This 
approach Is discussed and the resulting estimates of crash frequencies are presented In .Section 422.  

The second analysis. Is based on the Air Force mishap database developed for the Minuteman IlI WSSA.  
This analysis and the resulting estimates are discussed In Section 42.3.  
This Standard Is expected to be appflicble to Wa~lSW off an airfield and not In the Irmmediate vicinity of a 

runway. Therefore, nni18ary takeoff and landing crashes were Identified as *on runway (i.e. crashes in 

which the Initial Impact occurred on the runway and"th rolllng'sklddiing aircraft departed the fruway or 
remained on the runway) or Wo runwayr ., the iitfial Impact occurred off the runway). Although the off 

runway crashes Include some that occurred on an airfield, the off runway crash frequency estimated from 

the historical data Is considered a reasonable conservative estimate applicable for this Standard.  

For mlitary aviation the crulse phase of fright kwolved a nunmer of different types of operations In addition 
to "normal flight from one base to another. A significarnt pa.l of the cruise portion of flight, parflicularly for 

military attack, fighter and trainer alrraflt, Involved maneuvers. Since this type of aedvty Is Mia expected 
to aftect facilities covered by this Standard. accidents occurring •iring maneuvers, air shows, and other 
special operations were not incUded In developing Vhe estimated InWlight crash frequencies. Deleftng 
those accidents roIm consideration required that the mileage flown, which Is the denominator of crash 

frequencies, be ad~justed. Since the available military flight htormatilon Is in fliht hours, considerable 
)xdgment was Involved In developing estimates of the number of miles flown durin Onorniar flight. Agahn 
this needs to be recognized in using the provided estimates of crash frequencies.  

Idea, etmates of crash frequencies can be developed for each type of military aircraft. This was the 
goal In the second analysts (Secton 4.2.3). Due to Imited data and the reasonable expectaton that actual 

aircraf type or goupq: of types. The philosophy ofti Standard, Ito use. thre sueaeone of.i.. a 

aircraft: 

Large airraft: bomner and cargo aircraft such as the B-1, 1-2,18-62, C-5. C-0, KCM10, C-21, C
IS0, KC-435 and C-141 

Small aircraft: attack. fighter and trahner aircraft such as the A-7, A-10. A-37. F-4, F-6. F-15, F-16.  
F-106, F-1 1, F-1 17, T-3.4 T-37. T-4. T-39 and T-41 

Helicopters: H-1. H-3, H-63 arnd H-60
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Esftiates of crash frequencies are provided for each subcategory as well as for at military aircraft. These 
Combined estimates are based on a welgMeed average of the id:lvi•dal frequncieS, weigdtd by te 

respective ionmraized number of takoflsandlings and xnuber of mnfes flwn diuring 'mrmonar flight.  
Application of the combined frequencies Is alropriate onty when (1) the distribution. among the different 

types of aircraft (e.g.. "-38. F-16. B-52. ...). of the number of tMeofs/randings at the airlield of Interest 

and (2) the dlistributlon, among aircraft types, of the enroute overflights in the vicinity of the facility of 

Interesl are comparable to the distributions In the historical data. If operations at a given location are 

much different than the overal €istrb•ion in the historical data, altemative estimates of crash 

frequencies, based on the appropriate mix of alircaft at the location, should be considered.
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42.1 ESTIMATES OF CRASH FREOUENCIES BASED ON AN ANALYSIS OF IMPACT ACCIDENTS 

Air Force mishap data solicited from the Ar Force Safety Agency [Rel. 4.3-411 provides one basis for 
estimating crash frequencies for military aviation. Air Force classification of mishaps Is based on the 
economic costs of damage 1o the aircraft and personnel costs and are defined as follows: 

Flight Mishap - A mishap kIvoMng an Air Force aircraft when Iente for flight exists.  

Class A - A mishap In which the resulting total cost of propery damage, and ilness is 
$1.000.000 or greater; or an Air Force aircraft Is destroyed; or a fatally occurs.  

Class B- A mishap in which the resulting tota cost of properly damage, " anIr d Ined ss Is 
$200,000 or more, but less than $1,000,000.  

Class C - A mishap In which the resulting total cost of properly damage Is 510.000 or rnre.  
but less than $200,000 or Irnury or occupational Ilness resulted In a lost workday 
case Involving days away from work.  

Destroyed - Destroyed means uneconornical to repair, defined by the number of man-hours 
estimated as needed to repair the aircraft. Repair time varies depending on the 
-type of aircraft.  

Mishap Rates - Rates are computed on basis of the number of mishaps per 100.000 flying hours.  

Flight Related - When there Is a mishap with ile or no damage to the aircraft, the incident does 
not affect the mishap rate.  

One set of data provided by the AFSA is based on the lifetime mishap history, up to the early 1994 Urns 
frame, of a large number of Air Force aircraft. A total of 5171 Class A, 2450 Class B. and 3598 Destroyed 
mishaps are Included In this data set. A summary of these mishaps, by aircraft type, Is given In Table 4.1.  
Related fight Information irnculed In the table is the total fright hours for each type of aircraft. Also 
Included In the table are estimates of mishap rates, given as rates per 100,000 flight hours.  

The various aircraft types were grouped by the three subcategories of rnulty aviat•on, small aircraft, 
large aircraft, and helicopter.The mishap data for the three subcategories are summidazed In Tables 4.2 
to 4A. Again, estimates of mishap rates are per 100,000 flight hours. Since T-33 aircraft have been out of 
the Air Fore inventory for some time, mishap rates for small aircraft are estimated excluding the T-33 
data as well.  

The mishaps recorded In Tables 4.1 to 44 Include a large number of mishaps rot applicable to crashes 
Into off airfiel facilities, e.g., nonimpact mishaps, on arfield crashes, etc. Therefore,the mishap rates 
provided In these tables may be over estimates of crash rates Into off airfield structures. In addition, 
takeoff and lending Incidents are Rely to be significant contributors to crashes Irto structures; thus, it Is 
appropriate to develop crash rates per takeoff and landing. To do this It Is necessary to have a more 
detailed description of the mishap.  

A second set of data provided by the AFSA Included summary Information for mishaps In tie 1979-19•3 
time period. Useable information was derived from 1426 mishaps. To develop crash frequency estimates.  
the 1426 mfshaps were classified either as Imipact or non.Impact mIshaps. Impact mishaps incxlued 
accidents InvoM% ground.- runway. water, midair, terrain, vehicle, arid buiding lTpact. NonIr"pact 
mishaps Included Incidents invoking foreign objects, birds, etc., and parked aircraft fires and other such 
incidents. Non-impact mishaps are consldered not applicable. There were 1093 Impact mishaps. Those 
mishaps Included al classes of damage to the crashing aircrafl. The mishaps were parlttioned by aircraft 
"ske" (large. smal arnd helicopter) and by flight phase (takeoff, landing and infligh!). Takeoff and landing 
were further partitioned inlo 'on runway" and 'off runway" mishaps. In-flight mishaps were partitioned Into 
"normnar and *special', I.e., low altitude and maneuvering operation mishaps. A graphical description of 
the dassification of the mishaps is shown In Figure 4.1. For this analysis, takeoff Includes takeoff roll, 
aborVclLscontinue, and initial climb portions of a flight; landing includes the pattern. final approach, flare
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arid inil~out portions; normal In-flight Includes climb to cruise, cruise between an origtl)Sifg ablieli and an 
operations area, i applicable, and cruise descent porUons; and special In-light I•ElUdes low level and 

maneuvering operations In restricted arspace.  

The number of Impacting mishaps for each subcalegory of alrcraft and flight phase, approprate flight 

iniormation and the resulting estimates of crash frequencies are summarized in Table 4.5.  

Crash frequencies for takeoffs arnd landings are per takeoflAafldiflg. Crashtfrequenlcies for rOnnrar 
inflht operation, are Ver mnile. The estfated mileage derived to estimate itlight rates Is based an an 

analysis of the expected number of miles flown during onormar flight. This analysis attempted to accountl 
for the time In the takeofl and landing phases of fight as won as the tine In maneuvers and other special 

operations. This required a considerable afmoun of )jdgment by the analyst.  

For somne faclifties. parti'larly hardened stuctures, a more appropriate estimate of a crash frequency 

may be one based on only considering kmpact mishaps in which the crashing aircraft was destroyed Of 
the 1093 Impact mishaps, a crashing aircraft was classified as odestroyed" In 619 mishaps. These Impact 

destroyed mishaps were partitiorned In the same way as Irrpact rnishaps as shown In Fogure 4.1. A 
summary of this data and the resulling estimates of crash frequencies are "ivn In Table 4.6.  

Basic mishap dlat, flight informatlon and partitioning of mishaps by aircraft subcategopy and flight phase 

were developed by T. Un at Sandia National Laboratory [Ret. 4.6). Development of estirnated miles flown 

during "normao " Intfight operationsis based on an analysis of aircraft operations by Logicon RDA [Ref.  

4.7].  
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4.2.2 ESTIMATES OF CRASH FREQUENCIES EASED ON AN ANALYSIS OF THE MISHAP 
DATABASE DEVELOPED FOR THE MINUTEMAN III WSSA 

Another source of mishap Information Is the mishap database developed for the DNA-supported 
Minuteman III WSSA IRef. 4 .2. This database was developed from data extracted from individual mishap 
reports. also available from the AFSA. Its primary use was as a resource for crash location and crash 
kinematic Information, but I Is also useful as a basis for estimating crash frequencies. Development of 
crash frequency estimates using this database Is based on Iderlylng mishaps Involving a "crash" which 
Is lefinekd as OAn aircraft mishap associated wlt flight that prevents the aircraft from coming to a full stop 
landing on Its pear.' In adci'dion, for this analysis. flight phases are defined as: 

Takeoff: The phase of flight from the application of takeoff power on the runway to the point 
where the aircraft altitude Is not affected by Its proximity from the departure runway.  

Landing: The phase of flight from the point where the aircraft altItude Is affected by Its proxilry 
from the approach runway to Is departure from the runway under a controlled taxi.  

In-flight: The phase of flight where the aircrafta alude Is not aflected by its proxnlml to the 
runway.  

A summary of the crash data, estimated crash frequencies and applicable flight Information for individual 
aircraft types and groups of aircraft types, as well as for the three subcategories of aircraft, Is presented In 
Tables 4.7 and 4.8.  

The basic crash data and flight information were developed by M. Fuentes at Sandia National 
Laboratories [Ref. 4.61. The estimated miles used for estimating crash frequencies during the Inflight 
phase of flight is based on analysis of rnxitary aircraft operations by Logicon RDA.
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